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Communication and Learning

Abstract: Human beings learn to communicate through
mutual eflorts to develop shared understandings within a
given context. With neural network technology, computers
may learn to identify objects and behaviors in the CAD
context by which they may “understand” the needs of
designers. This capability can enable the computer to
respond adaptively to assist it&idual users.

The answerinvolvesbetter communicationbetweenpeople
and machines. Admonitions for systems designers
suggestedby Card, Moran and Newell include that the
designer know about “The psychology of the user” and
“specify the user population” [l], but as we have seen,the
user population in the caseof a CAD systemis likely to be
too broad for such directives. One solution is for the
system to communicate adaptively with each individual
user, which requires that the computer learn something
about the user as the communicationis taking place. How
that might be accomplishedwill be the topic that follows.

Introduction
The possibility we would like to propose in this paper is,

If we can identify objects and the way they are constructed
in a CAD system, then the computer can use the
information to adaptively support individual designers.

Communicationbetween humansis not exact or basedon
rules. It dependsupon overlapping experiencesby which
people createsharedmeaning [2]. The effectivenessof the
communication is measured by the response it receives.
For example, it is quite possible for two people to have
somewhat different meanings when they hear the word,
“car,” but to haveenoughcommonality to produceeffective
behaviors, If someoneshouts, “car” at a person crossing
the street, almost everyone would respond by moving
quickly to the nearest curb - probably an appropriate
response. If, on the other hand, a person asks how long it
takes to go from point A to point B by car, the answer
might vary dependingupon individual interpretationsof the .
word, “car.” The meaning is dependentupon the context
and it evolves with greater understanding as the
communicationproceeds.

CAD systems have become more and more complex in
order to appeal to wider and wider ranges of customers.
CAD is used for everything from construction engineering
to jewelry design and is capable of representingdrawing
scales varying from microscopic organisms to the solar
system. The systemsinclude thousandsof commandsand
the generalinterfacepermits usersto accessall of them. In
addition, working methodsand add-on tools for particular
tasksare special&d for different domains. Techniquesthat
are necesmryfor one usermay unnecessarilycomplicatethe
useof the systemfor someoneelse.
CAD designers have tried to manage the interface in
different ways. The long menus are often presented in
scrolling pagesor tree structures.Menus are provided with
other menus that pull-down, pop-up, or display a
bewildering array of icons that pull, pop, branch,and scroll.
Prompts may ask for key-ins; dialogue boxes require
settings, toggles, or selections. Hypertext buttons open
windows that may be sized,closed,or lowered. The job of
making a selection from the many options is confusing,
evenif the user is awareof all the choicesand knows which
one is appropriatefor the task at hand. Many professionals
who use CAD have complained that it takes so much time
to learn the system, which is updated (sometimes with
major changes)at least once a year, that they either have
little time to practice their profession after mastering the
software or else they give up CAD along with the time and
cost savingsthat automationmight offer them.

Human learning may be experiential, as Seymour Papert
learned about gears when a child [3], or from abstract
sourcessuch as reading books and looking at pictures. In
order to arrive at appropriate responses and working
relationships, it is helpful if the communicating pair
actively attempts to build understandingand make use of
coexistingindicatorsof the intendedmeaning. When using
images, which is the concern of this paper, we must
remember always that the picture is not the object itself,
“The picture is a model of reality” [4]. Reaction to a
picture must be to the reality that it depicts, even though
the methodof learning that reality is different for different
people.
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It is unlikely that a computercan experiencea picture in the
same way a person does. To a computer, a graphic is a
collection of coordinates,points, and rules organized in a
particular sequencein an identified place in its memory.
With these, the computer can produce an image that a
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personcan recognizeas a model of reality. The personcan
draw an object which the computerconvertsto c~~rdi~tes,
points, and rules and storesthemin sequence.If the person
and the machineare to sharethe meaningof a graphic, the
method of learning the graphic will no doubt be different,
but there mustbe someoverlapof experienceif they are to
communicateand we can expectthe meaningto evolveover
time. We know that the way a person draws a picture
dependsupon what he thinks the meaningof the picture is
[S]. Is it possible for a computer to learn to predict
meaningsfrom the construction of an object and learn to
differentiatebetweendifferentimages?

shall call “cells.” Examples of cells in an architectural
designcan be doors,windows, or piecesof furniture. Cells
can be copied,and all propertiessuchas textualdescriptions
that are associatedwith the cells will be copied as well.
Using cells can thus, on one hand, improve design quality
by enforcing objects of the sametype to be drawn in the
same way, and on the other hand, speed up the design
process by avoiding redrawing the same type of objects
many times. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has
compiled a set of standardcell libraries that include more
than one thousand cells to be used for producing CAD
drawings.

Image Understanding

The benefits of using cells are compromised by the
difficulties in managing cells. The above mentioned
standardsetof cells coverssevencategoriesand is storedin
16 cell libraries. On average,each cell library contains
nearly 100 cells. To utilize a cell, the CAD user must,
first, be aware of the existenceof that cell. Second,the
user has to know which cell library that cell is in. Third,
the user has to know the nameof cell, which is usually an
abbreviatedname,e.g., SHNG for ‘single hinged door,’ or
numerically, e.g., ‘MPOO28’for ‘gas piping.’ In most
cases, the CAD user cannot meet any of these three
requirementsand is thus unableto take advantageof using
the library of cells. Therefore, we designed a prototype
systemthat can recognizecells while the useris drawing on
the screen.

In A CAD System

Image understandinghas always been a very interesting,
very practical, and yet very difficult research topic in
computerscience. Imageunderstanding,in a generalsense,
ranges from simple two dimensional (2D) pattern
recognition to sophisticatedthree dimensional(3D) scene
analysis, with the common goal of mapping the image to
the reality it represents. The technical difficulty of image
understanding in a CAD system lies between these two
extremes,which suggests that there may be a potential for
successin the perceivablefuture.
The difficulties in image understandingare largely due to
the distortion of objects in the image. No matter what
approach it employs, an image understanding system
usually falls short when the input image is distorted in
someway that the systemdoes not expect. Unfortunately,
the number of ways that an image might be distorted is
infinite. Only few forms of these distortions, such as
translations, rotations, or scalings, can be described
mathematicallyand thus be handledbeforehand. All other
distortions, such as variations in handwritten characters,
have to be handled purely by the system’s own
generalizationcapability. The quality of a generalization
should be judged by the overlap between the system’s
prediction and human perception of reality, which is the
fundamentalchallengeof imageunderstanding.
Severalspecialfeaturesof a CAD systemlead us to believe
that imageunderstandingin a CAD systemcan be achieved.
In a CAD system,distortions can be limited by using precision commandssuch as “GRID.” Noise that might exist
in a computer-scannedphotographis normally not present
on a CAD window. The temporal information about how
the user draws an object can be easily monitored. Raster
imagesand symbolicdescriptionsof all drawing entitiesare
both available. We believe that all thesefeaturescan provide sufficientassistanceto the taskof imageunderstanding
within a CAD system. The following sectionsdescribeour
prototype system that utilizes the spatial and temporal
information to recognize“cells” in a CAD system.

Cell Recognition
Most CAD systemsprovide commands to manipulate a
group of drawing entities as a whole, which is what we

Our Prototype System
Our prototype systemconsistsof threeparts: The fust part
determines where the user is working and captures the
screen image surrounding the working area. The second
part feedsthe capturedscreenimageto a neuralnetwork for
recognition. The neural network then returnsthe indicesto
the two cells that are most similar to what the user is
drawing. The third part finally usestheseindices to bring
the cell to the user’sattention. The full descriptionof this
systemis beyondthe scopeof this paper. Interestedreaders
shouldrefer to Yang, Garrett and Shaw[6].

Capturing

the Object while Drawing

Our program allows the user to draw freely in a design
window. How to isolate the part of the drawing where the
user is currently working is one of the problemsthat has to
be overcome. Otherwise, our program has to deal with
everything in the design window, which significantly
complicates the problem. The entity that the user is
currently manipulatingis obviously part of the object. The
questionremains,what the other parts of the objectare. As
mentioned earlier, two types of information that are
available during a CAD design sessioncan give us clues
about how to approachthis problem. First, cells (objects)
tend to be small in scale. In other words, we shouldlook at
entities that are close to the entity which the user is
manipulating. We call this characteristic “spatial
proximity.” Second,we havearguedelsewherethat a CAD
user tends to complete the drawing of one object before
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starting on another object [71. This “temporal proximity”
suggeststhat we look at thoseentities which were drawn
recently. Basedon the spatialand the temporalproximities,
we can maintain a window, both in time and in space,to
monitor the user’sdrawing processand determinewherethe
useris focusinghis or her drawing activity.
Using the temporalproximity, we maintaina window W to
cover the last n entitiesdrawn consecutively. The window
size (n) is determined by using the spatial proximity.
When an entity is created or modified, a window w
containing this entity is also created. The spatial
relationshipbetweenW and w determineshow W shouldbe
updated to accommodatethe newly created or modified
entity in w. For example, if w is far away from W, we
assumethe user is staring a new object and make w as the
new W.

rotatedby 90 degrees,to train the network in order to solve
the rotationproblem.
The ZipcodeNet is a variationof the well-known backpropagation network and is used to recognize handwritten
zipcodedigits. The ZipcodeNet imposesmore topological
constraints than the traditional backpropagationnetwork
such that not all units in adjacent layers are connected.
Figure 1 showsa typical ZipcodeNet topology.

OnceW is updated,the screenimageof W is captured. The
capturedimageis thenconvertedinto a 48X48 pixel bitmap
image. pixels with low density such as the grid points are
discarded.This imageis thennormalizedin sizeand placed
in the center of the input area before being presentedas
input to a neural network. Using both the temporaland the
spatial information, we are able to isolate the entities that
are possibly part of the object that the user is drawing and
simplify the problem of recognizingmany cells on a large
design window to recognizing a single cell on a small
48X48 pixel window.

Neural Network

Figure 1: A typical ZipcodeNet

Cell Recognition

Many neural networks have been proposed in recent
literature to recognizeobjectsregardlessof the presenceof
translations,rotations, and/or scalings. We have studied
five different neural network approachesto the problem of
transformation-invariantpatternrecognition [8]. We chose
Le Cun, et al’s Zipcode Net [9] as the classifier for our
system because of its good generalizability in both
rotationsand scalings. The Zipcode Net’s performanceon
translation is poor, but can be remedied by adding an
appropriate normalization process, such as Yuccer and
Oflaxer’sRST-blocks [IO]. Also, the Zipcode Net is very
robustwith respectto randomnoise.
Beforewe describetheZipcodeNet. we needto first describe
the preprocessingprocess,i.e., the RST-blocks. The RSTblocks can normalize a raw image in size, location, and
orientation. The T block can normalize the location by
aligning the center of the gravity to the center of the input
area. The S block normalizesthe imagesize by forcing all
images to have the same averageradius. The R block
rotates the image such that the axis of maximal variance
becomethe x-axis. Our experiments[8] showed that the
RST-blockssolve the translationproblem for the Zipcode
Net. However,the RST blocks were vulnerableto random
noise. We found the R block was to be blamed for this
disadvantagedue to the calculationof the axis of maximal
variance. Therefore,we choseto use only S and T blocks
for preprocessingand usedfour versionsof the cells, each

In Figure 1, an 8X8 pixel area is used as the input layer.
Threeoutput units are usedin the output layer. The second
layers consists of two “feature maps,” each of size 3X3
pixels. In eachfeaturemap, eachunit acceptsinputs from
different areasfrom the input layer. For example,the upper-left unit in both of the feature maps receives inputs
only from the upper-left heavily-shaded4X4 pixel area in
the input layer. Similarly, the lower-right unit in the two
feature mapsreceivesinputs from the lower-right lightlyshaded4X4 pixel areain the input laya This type of connection is called “local connectivity.” In traditional backpropagationtopologies,all the units in the secondlayer are
connectedto all the units in the input layer. Obviously,
local connectivity greatly reduces the complexity of the
network. This reduction in complexity improvesnot only
the efficiency,but also the genemlixabilityof the network.
Another special feature of the Zipcode Net is “weight
sharing.” Each featuremap functionsas a featuredetector.
The “features”that are importantfor distinguishingbetween
differentobjectsare determinedsolely by the network itself.
In other words, as the training proceeds,the feature maps
can adjustthemselvesto fmd the featuresthat are critical for
recognizingobjects. Weight sharingrefers to the fact that
all of the units in a feature map share the same set of
incoming weights. The purpose of weight sharing is to
forcethe detectionof a particularfeatureqardless of where
the feature appearsin the input area. A by-product of
weight sharingis to reducethe complexityof the network.
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Limitations
Although our network hasbeentrainedto recognize23 cells
that are commonly seen in architectural floor plans, it
inevitably has its limitations. First, it is unclear how the
network scaleswhen more and more cells are addedto the
network. Eventually, we have to handle more than one
thousandcells. We are not surehow large the network will
be then, and how long it will take to train the network.
Second,the training processis not incremental. Adding or
deleting cells requires that the training processbe rerun
from scratch, which seems unnecessary. Third, the
network’s generalization is not always consistent with
human expectation. Occasionally, the network might
respond with cells that are not similar to the target cell
from the user’s viewpoint. Finally, the network cannot
determine the best configuration itself. Training the
network thus involveslots of trial-and-erroreffort, which is
very time-consuming.
Despite all of these limitations, we feel that image
understandingin a CAD systemcan be realized in the near
future for two reasons. The first reasonis that we havenot
fully utilized the temporal and the spatial information
available in a CAD design session. Further investigation
on how to utilize the information might lead to a
significant improvementof our system. The other reason
is the tremendouseffort that is currently being spent on
advancing neural network technology and other related
artificial intelligencetechniques.

Skill Level and Behavior Characteristics
Neural networks may also assist computer learning in
another important area. A study of indicators of user skill
level has revealedsomepreliminary results to guide future
research.We havefound that expertsuseda wider rangeof
commandsto achieve a higher quality drawing. Experts
used more setup commandsand less creation commands
than novice users. Users with less experienceproduceda
high number of create-erasepairs and produced a lower
quality drawing. Such behavior signaturescan easily be
detectedduring a CAD design session. A neural network
approach to recognizing these behavior patterns in users
could takeseveralapproaches.
One approachmight be to havethe units of the input layer
representeach of the possible commands. The activation
valuesof theseunits would representthe frequencyof the
command usage by the user, normalized over the total
number of commands used by the user. This type of
network would learn, for example, that experts use more
setupcommandscomparedto inexperiencedusers.
Another approach might be to have a discrete set of
sequentialeventsform the input for severaldifferent neural
nets. So, for example,the first neural net would acceptas
input the first 20 eventsperformed by a user and the next
neural network would accept as input the next 20 events.
Each event would be representedby a set of input units

representingeachof the possibleclassesof commandsthat
can be invoked within an event. As this approach
represents the sequence of events rather than only the
frequency, the network could learn that in the first 20
events,inexperiencedusershavemanycreatcerasecycles.
In detectionmode,a controller could pass,in real time, the
appropriate number of events to each neural net. The
activated neural net would then compute the experience
categoryof the usergeneratingtheseevents.
However,more important than classifying the skill level of
a user is the ability to map from the sequenceof user
commandsto a set of higher-level behavior characteristics
that are indicative of the presence or absence of usage
problems (i.e., the “features” upon which a diagnosis of
usageproblemscan be logically inferred using an AI-based
diagnostic approach). For example, recognizing the
presenceof “cmate-erase”loops would be usefulin that they
are symptomsof various CAD usageproblems for which
specificadvicecan be render& Currentresearcheffortsare
aimed at using machine learning (specifically neural
networks) to clusterpatternsof usercommandsinto setsof
common,recognizableCAD behavior characteristics(e.g.,
mateerase loops) that can then be recognized. Given a set
of theseCAD usagecharacteristics,a diagnosticsystemcan
thenbe usedto infer the presenceof problems. Given some
identification of the problems, a remediation systemcan
then be used to infer the appropriate advice to render to
addressthe identified problems. Thus, the mapping from
usercommandsinto theseCAD usagecharacteristicsis the
first step to providing adaptive assistanceduring a CAD
session.
Let us look at our main theme of this paper again: If we
can ident@ objects and the way they are constructed in a
CAD system, then the computer can use the ir$ormation w
adaptively support individual &signers. The abovesections

try to validate the plausibility of the “if” part of our claim,
i.e., computerscan identify objects and behavior as users
draw in a CAD system. Now, we proceed with the “then”
part of our claim.

The Adaptive Workstation
Making the CAD systemeasierto usecalls for an adaptive
workstation that can tailor information to the needsof the
user. The selection of information should be optimal for
the task at hand, unobtrusive,and appropriatein language
and approach. As Amo Penzais [ll], Nobel Prize
researcher,hasstated,“Ideasflow better with neededfactsat
our fingertips- fewer interruptionsfor look-ups,and fewer
detours down blind alleys.” Adapting the computer
responseto individual designersdependsupon linking two
differenttypesof information.
One body of information consistsof the systemcapabilities
that are accessible to users through the CAD system.
Designdrawings connectwith databasescontainingcatalog
information and detailed descriptions. Various software
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tools such as schedulingexpert systems,analysispackages
for energyconsumption,and objectorienteddesignsystems
canbeaccess4byusem.
The other class of data relates to the person using the
workstation.This includesthe informationwe hope to learn
from the objects that are being constructed, the user
characteristics of the user and other factors which may
contributeto understandingthe designe?sneeds.

Modelling
The key to automating the liaison between users and
information lies in representing mental processes and
knowledge structuresin a way that can link the two. One
methodology that has been successful in diagnostic /
prescriptive systems has been the construction of
mathematicalmodels which associatemisconceptionsor
incompleteknowledge with appropriateassistance.In one
study, observation and classification of wrong answers
revealedthat certain conceptualerror patternsmappedinto
specific areas in a two dimensional graph. If the
coordinatesof a student’sresponseswere locatedin certain
areasof the graph,particulardeficienciescould be diagnosed
and the task of providing remedial information was
simplified and mademom efficient [12]. Suchan approach
may be useful in managing automated architectural and
engineeringdesign knowledge systemsto make assistance
availableto the designerasit is needed.

the systemcan add new knowledgeas it becomesavailable.
A useful model might reflect the relationships between
skills and usage characteristics, stages of design, and
specificdisciplines.
One structurefor the knowledge systemthat might be used
by the adaptiveworkstation could be thought of as a three
dimensionalknowledge model linked through nodes with
commoncenters. At eachnode,the systemcould be rotated
to other planesin which relatedinformation is located. The
slope of the plane would be determinedby its x, y, and z
coordinateswhere, for example,x, y, and z representintent
or discipline, stage of design, and characteristic usage
pattern of the user. When the systemdiscoversa specific
design intent during a session, a cluster of knowledge
located on a calculated plane would be brought to the
attention of the user. As the user moves from node to
node,the different planeswould be relatedto the problemat
Figures 2 and 3. show how the information in such a
system might be modelled. The particular information
plane would be determined by its discipline. stage, and
usagecharacteristiccc~~dinates.If a useris in early concept
designhe or shewould needa different set of tools from the
analysis phase of design and would see a cluster on a
different plane. The nodesassociatedwith building design
stagesare all in the highlighted planeas shown in Figure 2.
Selecting Specifications shifts the plane to highlight the

CAD File Information
Specificparallelsto the diagnostic/ remedialmodel can be
suggestedin the architecturaland engineeringcontext. In
the above cited study of children’sarithmetic, when it was
discovered that a student made certain types of errors in
subtracting mixed fractions that occurred from not
understandinghow to convert fractions to different forms,
instruction about the identity 1 = x/x was offered to assist
the student. The responsepatterns were observed in a
computerfile which classifiedthem and mappedthem into
the “Rule Space”of the graph. Similarly, a designer’suse
of symbolscan be identified with specific disciplines,such
as design, construction or building maintenance. CAD
usagecharacteristicsfall into recognizablepatterns. It has
been suggestedthat behaviorscharacteristicto the design
stagemay also be recognizedfrom CAD file information.
These patterns can be classified and mapped in order to
manipulate the system. CAD files appear to be an
appropriate site for observationsleading to understanding
the designer(at least to the point of being able to provide
usefuladvice).

A Knowledge Model
Once a profile of the user is determined,the computer can
facilitate communicationbetweenthe userand knowledge,
but the knowledge must first be structured. The knowledge
model must represent the information in such a way that

rrgure L. ~uucnrrer\oue
Building DesignPhaseConsiderations
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knowledge structure, it should be able to place new
informationin the modelandextractuserrelationshipsfrom
it later. The workstationwould then be able to adaptto the
needsof the user.

Conclusions
In our thesis,lfwe can identijj~objectsand the way theyare
constructedin a CALI system,then the computer can use
the information to aakptively support individual designers,
we have madethe most progresswith object recognition.
Still thereare many unansweredquestions. If the network’s
generalization can be made more consistent with human
expectation... If user behavior patterns can be shown to
indicate needsfor performancesupport.,. If a knowledge
model can be describedinto which tools, instruction, and
informationcanbe insertedand accessed...If...
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